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This thesis examines a 2015 Marine Expeditionary Brigade scheme of maneuver 
as the baseline scenario for a commercial logistics support software program called 
SEAWAY.  Modifications to this scenario are conducted using a designed experiment in 
order to explore how the plan characteristics relate to eleven specified input factors.  
Multiple regression analysis is used to fit models to the resulting data for three different 
measures of performance:  Total Aircraft Sorties, Total Aircraft Sortie Time and Total 
Aircraft Tons.  The results suggest the plan performance is predicted well by a small 
subset of the factors and their interactions.  
One implication of this work is a better understanding of which factors are key 
determinants of the plan characteristics for variations on this specific base scenario.  By 
using these fitted models, the number of SEAWAY runs needed to identify acceptable 
plans should decrease dramatically.  The approach in this thesis provides a blueprint for 
similar analyses of other scenarios by demonstrating how information gained from 
models fit during an exploration phase might allow the logistician to quickly determine 
factor settings that yield an acceptable plan once details of an operation become 
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THESIS DISCLAIMER 
The views expressed in this thesis are those of the author and do not reflect the 
official policy or position of the Department of Defense or the U.S.  Government 
The reader is to proceed with caution regarding the computer programs used in 
this research.  The computer programs may not have been exercised for all cases of 
interest.  While every effort was made, within the time available, to ensure that the 
programs are free of computational and logic errors, they cannot be considered validated.  
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Seabasing is at the core of “Sea Power 21.”  It is about placing at sea capabilities 
critical to joint and coalition operations.  By doing so, it minimizes the need to build up 
forces and supplies ashore, reduces their vulnerability, and enhances operational 
mobility.  
SEAWAY is a maritime logistic decision-support system that assists in executing 
seabase operations and in providing visibility on all cargo items in theater.  Designed to 
operate in the Windows NT environment, SEAWAY employs a number of expert agents 
that collaborate with users to provide the information necessary for realistic and timely 
logistic support.  SEAWAY plans, coordinates, and controls the ship-to-objective 
delivery of supplies ashore.  SEAWAY agents are able to automatically reason about 
current and simulated Seabasing conditions.  Specifically, in a planning mode the agents 
function as intelligent tools that are able to assess the logistics supportability of schemes 
of maneuver or courses of action and develop delivery schedules within the constraints of 
limited transportation assets, environmental conditions, and the availability of supplies.  
This commercial software has been fielded out to the fleet so that logisticians will be able 
to use this decision-support tool locally.   
The time required to develop a plan in SEAWAY varies, depending on the 
scenario characteristics and logistics requirements.  If the plan is unacceptable (e.g., the 
required delivery schedule cannot be met), then the logistician may alter some of the 
requirements or resources, and rerun the software so SEAWAY can develop a new plan.  
However, this can be a time-consuming process and the logistician may have little 
information about how to alter the plan inputs in order to come up with an acceptable 
plan. 
In this thesis, we examine a 2015 Marine Expeditionary Brigade scheme of 
maneuver as the baseline scenario.  Modifications to this scenario are conducted using a 
an efficient experimental design in order to explore how the plan characteristics relate to 
eleven specified input factors.  We then use multiple regression analysis to fit models to 
the resulting data for three different measures of performance:  Total Aircraft Sorties, 
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Total Aircraft Sortie Time and Total Aircraft Tons.  These results suggest that the plan 
performance can be predicted well by a small subset of the factors and their interactions.   
One implication of this work is a better understanding of which factors are key 
determinants of the plan characteristics for variations on this specific base scenario.  By 
using these fitted models, the number of runs of SEAWAY needed to identify acceptable 
plans should decrease dramatically.  The approach in this thesis also provides a blueprint 
for similar analyses of other scenarios, by demonstrating how information gained from 
models fit during an exploration phase might allow the logistician to quickly determine 
factor settings that yield an acceptable plan once details of an operation become 
available.  Finally, working with the SEAWAY developers has provided them with some 
new insights. 
There are a few other areas where this thesis was beneficial.  We were able to 
contribute to the developer’s process improvement of the overall system for a fielded 
program.  By becoming involved early in the fielding process, we were able to provide 
inputs on ways the program could be used more effectively in the field, i.e., expanding 
the input process to include batch processing and by introducing and developing a model 
in a pre-planning stage.  Our analysis also provided insight into the factors contributing to 
the success or failure of the logistics chain of the seabase.  Finally, we showed that a 
structured sound analysis contributed to a successful “back of the envelope” approach.  
All of these benefits ultimately contribute to this scenario being used as a template from 
which other seabase logistics scenarios can be analyzed. 
Because seabasing operations will be increasingly important over the next decade, 
the need to effectively model and analyze seabasing scenarios is critical to determine best 
practices for conducting seabasing operations.  It is clear that seabased logistics is a bold 
move toward a fully integrated warfighting capability that will take the military forces 








Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) highlighted logistics support delivered 
over some of the longest lines of communication ever experienced by 
Marine forces…improving logistics effectiveness is an essential element 
of enabling seabasing capabilities of persistence, sustainment, and 
reconstitution at sea…30 year old mainframe-based systems…highlight a 
critical need to modernize Marine Corps logistics…requiring an integrated 
MAGTF approach focusing on modernization of logistics technology. 
-General M. W. Hagee, USMC, 
Commandant of the Marine Corps, February 2004 
 
In this thesis, we examine how to support the logistics chain in a seabasing 
environment.  To accomplish this, we must first understand the past, present, and future 
of seabasing logistics. 
 
A. HISTORY OF SEABASING  
“Seabasing has been a characteristic of navies since the first warships went to 
sea” (Nagy, 2002).  During World War II, the geographic area of the Central Pacific 
proved to be a logistics challenge.  At the time, forward logistics sites in support of forces 
abroad were scattered at established bases across the vast central Pacific.  This forced 
logisticians to come up with out-of-the-ordinary locations for staging material, i.e., 
remote anchorages or lagoons.  The Navy was forced to come up with an alternative 
method of establishing logistic chains.  The organization in the U. S. Pacific that was 
tasked with overcoming this obstacle was the command Service Force Pacific.  This 
organization was tasked to provide “the Navy’s fast carrier task forces with the ability to 
conduct offensive operations against the Japanese” (Nagy 2002).  Amphibious command 
ships like the AGC-3 USS Rocky Mount (Figure 1) were the “brains” behind the 
amphibious assault groups invading and assaulting island targets through out the western 
Pacific.  This type of ship looked like a supply ship but was actually a front-line 
command post, coordinating the movements of men and material in the Pacific.  When 
needed it also served as a refueling ship, a medical triage, and a brig.  During WWII, the 
ability of these ships to plan successful amphibious landings freed up the troops at sea to 
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stand by to execute orders to be re-supplied at sea and be available for the next task.  In a 




Figure 1.   AGC-3 USS Rocky Mount (From Ref: Rhea, 2004) 
 
After World War II, the logistics community continued to face challenges as 
world events dictated the deployment of troops overseas.  From the end of World War II 
to the present day, a variety of ships have been placed into service to address these 
logistics issues.  Some examples include the fleet of submarine and destroyer tenders 
used by the Navy during the Cold War, and the fleet of Maritime Prepositioning Ships 
“established in the early 1980s to improve response time of delivery of needed equipment 
and supplies to a theater of operation” (Military Sealift Command (MSC), 2004).  
Military events in the past decade have proven the importance of the establishment of 
these fleets.  During Operation Desert Storm, prepositioning squadrons loaded with 
30,000 Marines and their equipment sailed to Saudi Arabia in response to the Iraqi 
invasion of Kuwait.  “To date, a major portion of the nation’s sea-basing capability 
resides in the forty ships of the MSC Afloat Prepositioning Force, which provides global 
prepositioning support to the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Defense 
Logistics Agency” (Nagy, 2002).  In Figure 2, the USNS GYSGT Fred W. Stockham (T-
AK 3017) is one of 36 ships in the current Maritime Prepositioning Force (MPF).  The 
ships are especially configured to transport supplies for the U.S. Marine Corps.  They 
contain nearly everything needed for initial military operations, i.e., tanks, ammunition, 









Figure 2.   USNS GYSGT Fred W. Stockham (T-AK 3017)  (From Ref: MSC, 2004) 
 
B. SEABASED LOGISTICS TODAY 
Military forces abroad have had to be flexible and quick to respond with military 
force in areas far away from fixed bases, transportation hubs and logistics centers.  Early 
stages of Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) indicated the need for a seabase to evade access 
limitations imposed by countries that refused to allow U.S. troops to invade from their 
soil.  As the war in Afghanistan unfolded, seabasing did eventually play a role in Special 
Operations (SPECOPS) forces’ routine engagements.  The SPECOPS forces benefited 
from the presence of a seabase available just over-the-horizon, which gave them the 
ability to covertly conduct insertion, extraction, fire support, and sustainment operations.  
However, the ships that compose today’s seabases are limited in their ability to operate 
independently of advanced logistics bases.  Their limitations include lack of ability to 
carry sufficient material, capacity to assemble sizeable forces, ability to selectively 
offload logistics, and airlift capacity to sustain forces ashore.  “While the Navy and 
Marine Corps have some seabasing capacity today, the services hope to apply new 
concepts and technologies to project a whole host of new capabilities from the sea” 
(Waterline, 2003).   
 
C. FUTURE OF SEABASING LOGISTICS 
The events of September 11, 2001, tragically illustrate the associated threats the 
American people will face in the future.  These threats include—but are not limited to— 
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weapons of mass destruction, conventional warfare, and widespread terrorism.  These 
threats will pose difficult challenges to national security and future war fighting strategy 
and tactics.  To counter this risk, our Navy and Marine Corps must expand its power of 
projection, strategic sealift, and forward presence in order to project its military power to 
deal with a wide range of worldwide contingencies.  The Department of Defense’s 
solution to this pending threat is the old but new concept of seabasing. 
Seabasing is one of the three war fighting capabilities that make up “Sea Power 
21” (Figure 3) and is at the core of the Chief of Naval Operation’s (CNO) vision for the 
21st century.  By controlling the coastal waters, seabasing places capabilities critical to 
joint and coalition operations within striking distance of potential military conflicts.  In 
turn, this minimizes the need to build up forces and supplies ashore, reduces their 











Figure 3.   Sea Power 21  (From Ref: Clark, 2002) 
 
In order to support this new vision, seabased logistics will maneuver with 
seabased forces to support sustained operations while in theater.  By operating from 
5 
ships, the logistics base will maneuver with seabased forces and support continual 
operations while on station.   
1. Operational Maneuver from the Sea 
“Operational Maneuver from the Sea (OMFTS) is the Marine Corps’ new warfare 
doctrine expected to be in place by 2010” (Military Analysis Network, 2003).  At the root 
of the OMFTS concept is the idea that all logistics support will come from the sea instead 
of from a large, land-based forward deployed logistic supply center (Figure 4).  The 
ability to move by the sea, deploy near the scene of a crisis, power projection, provide 
sustainment from the sea, and redeploy forces from the sea will fully exploit the 
operational advantage of naval forces as a means of avoiding engagements with enemy 
forces.  “This new maritime force maximizes its protection by limiting its footprint and 









Figure 4.   Seabased Logistics  (From Ref: Rhodes and Holder, 1998) 
 
2. Ship-To-Objective-Maneuver  
Ship-To-Objective-Maneuver (STOM) is one of the key implementing concepts 
to achieve the operational goals established by OMFTS.  STOM defines the principles 
and tactics of forcible entry from the sea.  Two key components of STOM are the tactical 
maneuver of forces and seabasing.  STOM seeks to change the ship-to-shore movement 
to amphibious maneuver.  The objective of STOM is to put combat units ashore—either 
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by air, surface or both means—in sufficient force to accomplish the mission (Bryan et al., 
2002). 
3. Action Group Reorganization 
“In order for the Navy and Marine Corps to continue to operate effectively, they 
will organize, deploy, employ and sustain forces to conduct operations guided by the 
concepts of seabasing integrated with the family of Marine Corps concepts, 
Expeditionary Maneuver Warfare (EMW), OMFTS and STOM” (NOC 2003). 
As the seabasing concept of operations evolves over the next decade, force 
requirements will develop to include strike forces such as carrier strike groups (CSGs) 
and surface action groups (SAGs) in order to maintain air superiority and support deep 
strike operations.  Additionally, the implementation of expeditionary strike groups 
(ESGs) will be necessary to provide the initial point of entry for ground force operations.  
Seabasing requirements will call for a versatile force capable of supporting a Marine Air-
Ground Task Force (MAGTF) from over 600 miles (681.81 nm) from the theater of 
operations.  The seabase will be required to support an entire brigade in its numerous 
evolutions and be expected to support air operations involving tactical Joint Strike 
Fighter (JSF) aircraft, vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) transports, as well as a variety 
of large transport and attack helicopters (NOC 2003). 
Since the seabase will need to be versatile with cargo and ground forces, ship 
assets will require the use of Maritime Preposition Force (MPF) vessels.  The MPF 
vessels’ capabilities include air operations, vertical platforms such as the MV-22 tilt-rotor 
aircraft (Figure 5), a force of high-speed vessels (HSVs) and heavy lift Landing Craft Air 
Cushion (HL-LCACs) to connect the seabase with forces ashore and other theater assets.  
In addition, other support assets, such as combat logistics force ships (CLFs), will be 
required for delivering ground support equipment and supplies to support the seabase. 
D. AGENT-BASED MODELS IN A SEABASE SCENARIO  
In a seabase scenario, one specific area of military concern is the command and 
control of logistics operations.  The complexity of these operations, along with the 
convergence of possible interactions outside of the control of the local commander, 
creates a situation not easily modeled.  In particular, we initially began to explore agent-
7 
based models (ABMs) currently being used for operational scenarios to see if they could 
be adapted to demonstrate logistics functions vs. operational functions.  We found that 
replenishment functions were not easily depicted within the commonly-used ABMs.  
Since most agent-based models are rooted in “fire/kill/survive” functions, creative 
thinking is necessary in order to use these limited actions to simulate the concept of 
replenishment.  For example, in a recent study of a humanitarian scenario, an ABM was 
used to simulated movement of rations to troops in an urban environment.  Since the 
ABM used (MANA, developed by Lauren and Stephen, 2002) did not have a 
replenishment capability, friendly replenishment forces had to shoot their troops in order 
to feed them (Wolf 2003, Wolf et al. 2003).  This out-of-the-box thinking was necessary 
in order to simulate this logistic function.  In our seabasing logistics study, two other 
ABMs called Pythagoras (Northrop Grumman, 2003) and Socrates (L3 Communications, 
2003) were initially explored to see if they could creatively simulate a replenishment 
capability.  However, due to limitations in software development and the timing of this 









Figure 5.   MV-22 Osprey  (From Ref: Moore and Hanlon, 2003) 
 
The validity and usefulness of ABMs remains an ongoing contention within the 
analysis community.  The Marine Corps, through the prepotency of Project Albert (PA), 
is one of the leading agencies working to address this area of research.  Specifically, the 
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Marine Corps is interested in exploring ways of sorting through the sample spaces 
generated by an agent-based approach to gain insight into real-life, operational problems.  
To date, the Marine Corps has ushered the development of several ABM environments 
(Horne and Johnson, 2002, 2003).  These environments are useful in generating abstract 
models of real-world problems and exploring the human dimension of combat.  The goal 
of the PA models is to gain insight, rather than specific numerical predictions.  On the 
other hand, the SEAWAY model is an agent-based planning tool whose focus lies with 
the results and numbers at the end. 
E. SEAWAY AND THE SEABASE SCENARIO 
The strength of an ABM in any military scenario is it allows the analyst to quickly 
model an abstraction of a problem, in this case, the logistic chain of the seabase.  From 
the initial results of a number of runs of the program, one can look more closely at the 
parameters with the greatest influence.  The general purpose of this thesis is to identify 
how and where ABMs will be used to support logistical decision-making in a seabase 
environment.  
There are ABMs currently used by the Department of Defense that range from 
making limited attempts at replenishment actions to others whose main focus is 
representing logistics functions.  Specifically, SEAWAY is a currently fielded Marine 
Corps program that plans, coordinates, and controls ship-to-objective delivery of supplies 
ashore.  SEAWAY is a relatively new decision making tool expected to play an integral 
part in the naval and joint seabase logistic program.  Additionally, Seaway is an agent-
based system that assists seabase operations by providing total theater visibility of all 
ship borne asset items en route to onshore objectives.  SEAWAY also monitors the 
execution of logistic plans and offers real-time decision solutions to complex problems.  
It can also be thought of as a software “tool kit” than can adapt itself to the user, to the 
maritime logistic support concept, and to the changing circumstances of a military 
contingency (CDM 2003). 
The seabase scenario used in this study was developed and provided by the 
Seabasing Assessment done by representatives from OPNAV N7 and CDM 
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Technologies.  Further details of the scenario will be provided in Chapter II, SEAWAY 
Model Description. 
F. DATA FARMING 
Data farming is an iterative technique that samples, and when necessary re-
samples, areas of the data space that the analyst wants to research more closely.  
Although the ABM used in this analysis, the SEAWAY program, is a new ABM 
environment not yet familiar to most of the analysis community, data farming can still be 
used to explore the program’s behavior. 
In the more commonly used ABM environments, sampling and re-sampling 
normally occurs rapidly due to the use of supercomputers to execute thousands of model 
runs in a relatively short amount of time (MCWL 2004, Horne and Johnson 2002, 2003).  
By using a batch input process, the analyst can set the random number seed and input 
factor levels prior to execution.  This contributes to the ability to execute hundreds of 
thousands of model runs in a timely manner.  On the contrary, the SEAWAY program’s 
inability to process batch inputs at the time of this research makes the manual input 
process time-consuming and prone to manual error input.  As a result, data farming 
within the SEAWAY model is a great deal slower.  The generation of a single run 
requires a minimum of two hours. 
G. BENEFITS OF THE RESEARCH 
There are a few areas where this thesis will be beneficial.  First, because 
seabasing operations are going to be increasingly important over the next decade, the 
need to effectively model and analyze seabasing scenarios is critical to determine best 
practices for conducting seabasing operations.  Second, by using a fielded program we 
were able to contribute to the developer’s process improvement of the overall system.  By 
becoming involved early in the fielding process, we are able to provide inputs on other 
ways to use the program in the field, i.e., expanding the input process to include batch 
processing and by introducing and developing a model in a pre-planning stage.  Third, 
our analysis will provide insight into the factors contributing to the success or failure of 
the logistics chain of the seabase.  Finally, we will show that structured sound analysis 
contributes to a successful “back of the envelope” approach.  All of these benefits 
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ultimately contribute to this scenario being used as a template from which other seabase 
logistics scenarios can be analyzed. 
H. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 
In this thesis, we will evaluate a seabase scenario using the SEAWAY software 
“tool kit” and determine whether the specified parameters are capable of explaining 
variation in the stated measures of effectiveness.  The specific approach we use is to 
select factors from a given scenario, apply a sampling technique to set factor 
combinations, and to use multiple regression models to fit the datasets in order to identify 
significant factor combinations.  In Chapter II, we will describe the seabase scenario used 
within SEAWAY, along with more details of the SEAWAY program.  In Chapter III, we 
will describe the data collection and analysis approach used to determine how several 
specific factors affect the measures of effectiveness.  Finally, we will discuss the 
conclusions and our recommendations for future study in Chapter IV.  This thesis 
illustrates how to apply data farming techniques to an agent-based software tool for 
planning the logistics operations of the seabase. 
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II. SEAWAY MODEL DESCRIPTION 
A. SEAWAY OVERVIEW 
According to the developer, 
SEAWAY is a maritime logistic decision-support system that assists in 
executing seabase operations and in providing visibility on all cargo items 
in theater.  Designed to operate in the Windows NT environment, 
SEAWAY employs a number of expert agents that collaborate with users 
to provide the information necessary for realistic and timely logistic 
support.  In addition, the system offers a full range of warehousing and 
cargo churning functions aboard selected ships that comprise the seabase.  
SEAWAY tracks supply levels and files offloaded stocks for reorder. 
(CDM, 2002). 
 
SEAWAY provides end-to-end visibility for maritime logistic support during 
contingencies and supports OMFTS, STOM, and other joint force deep maneuver 
concepts.  Among other capabilities, SEAWAY tracks supplies, projects availability, and 
coordinates and controls ship-to-shore and ship-to-objective delivery of supplies to the 
forces operating ashore.  It also offers a range of functions vital to seabasing including 
the capability to locate and project timelines to access specific cargo items embarked 
aboard the seabase.  (CDM, 2002) 
1. Agents 
SEAWAY agents are able to automatically reason about current and simulated 
seabasing conditions.  Specifically, in a planning mode the agents function as intelligent 
tools that are able to assess the logistics supportability of schemes of maneuver (SOMs) 
or courses of action (COAs) and develop delivery schedules within the constraints of 
limited transportation assets, environmental conditions, and the availability of supplies.  
In execution mode, the agents monitor current events and assist human operators in near 
real-time to adapt to the dynamically changing conditions of the execution environment 
(CDM Dec 2002).  We now provide brief descriptions of the types of agents, and their 
activities. 
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Delivery agents monitor the statement of logistics requirements (SOLR).  During 
mission planning, they generate a delivery plan on request.  If this plan is unable to fulfill 
all the logistic requirements, they also generate alerts for both inventory and transport 
shortfalls.  During a mission execution simulation, these agents monitor the delivery plan 
and corresponding SOLR, generate warnings for any deliveries outside of the designated 
delivery window, and generate alerts for any sorties that are canceled, aborted, or 
destroyed.  During mission execution for actual seabase operations, the logistician can 
input changes in logistics requirements and/or information about canceled, aborted, or 
destroyed sorties in order to revise existing plans or delay some deliveries to a later time 
window. 
The Requirement agents monitor the scheme of maneuvers (SOM), courses of 
action (COA) and any changes to the SOLR.  During mission planning, they generate a 
SOLR on request.  During mission execution simulation, these agents monitor the SOLR 
and generate recommendations if inventory levels at forward bases, seabase vessels and 
tactical bases fall below minimum quantity levels.  These agents also generate warnings 
if the SOLR requests a high percentage of inventory available at all forward bases and/or 
if the SOLR requests more inventory than what is available at all forward bases.  During 
mission execution for actual seabase operations, the logistician can input changes in 
logistics requirements in order to revise existing plans. 
The Inventory agents monitor the SOLR and the delivery plan, noting the use of 
supplies on the critical item list (CIL).  During a mission execution simulation, they 
continually monitor the available inventory and minimum quantity levels, monitor 
inbound vessels and aircraft, and generate warnings if inbound vessels or aircraft are 
delayed.  These agents also generate warnings if inventory levels at the forward bases, 
seabase vessels and tactical bases fall below their minimum quantity levels.  
For this research, the following agents were disabled in order to create a static 
environment.  The Movement agents monitor all tactical control measures (TCM), 
generate recommendations, warnings, and alerts for TCM obstructions, and generate 
warnings when TCM distance is greater than the unit’s lowest vehicle range.  The Route 
agents monitor all routes and enemy unit locations relative to same routes.  During 
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mission execution simulation, these agents generate recommendations when enemy unit’s 
weapon effective range is greater than its proximity to an unused route, warnings when 
effective range is greater than its proximity to an unapproved sortie, and alerts when 
effective range is greater than its proximity to a route used by an approved sortie.  The 
Siting agents monitor all landing zones, all TCMs, and all Forward Arming and 
Refueling Points (FARPs).  During the mission execution simulation, these agents 
generate: recommendations, warnings, or alerts for inappropriate landing zone sites; 
generate recommendations if a TCM does not have a landing zone within a reasonable 
distance; or generate warnings if the area of operations does not include an adequate 
number of FARPs.  The Tactical agents monitor enemy unit locations relative to friendly 
units, and all calls for fire (CFF).  During the mission execution simulation, these agents 
generate a basic fires plan in support of re-provisioning and delivering supplies and 
equipment, and generate CFF alerts for targeting friendly unit and unanticipated friendly 
units.  The Weather agents monitor weather reports and conditions.  During the mission 
execution simulation, these agents generate recommendations, warnings or alerts when 
weather conditions will affect inventory or transport operations.  The Distribution agents 
monitor all SOLRs, all delivery plans, and all combat service support (CSS) units.  
During the mission execution simulation, these agents generate tactical re-provisioning 
distribution plans and alerts related to existing conditions preventing proper distribution 
of supplies.  
B. SEABASE SCENARIO IN SEAWAY 
1. SEAWAY Process 
For this thesis, we focus on the portion of the SEAWAY process that begins with 
the generation of the Statement of Logistics Requirements (SOLR).  The SOLR report 
recommends the material needed to be delivered ashore, the requested quantities, the 
targeted landing zone, and the delivery time window.  The SEAWAY Notion to Decision 
process is displayed in Figure 6. 
Once the SOLR is generated, the first major decision point has been reached.  At 
this time, the staff logistician would assess the plan’s acceptability and either (i) execute 
the resulting acceptable plan; (ii) if the initial plan is unacceptable, then modify and 
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regenerate a new plan; or (iii) if no acceptable plans are found even after regenerating 
one or more new plans, develop new COAs and begin the process over (CDM, 2003).   
 
Figure 6.   SEAWAY – Notion to Decision  (From Ref: CDM, 2003) 
 
Once the plan’s acceptability has been determined, the next step in SEAWAY is 
to convert the SOLR into an Air and Surface Delivery Plan.  The data required to 
complete the process were acquired and re-used from a seabasing assessment done by 
representatives from OPNAV N7 and CDM Technologies on July 28, 2003. 
The seabase scenario focused on utilizing the same one phase scheme of 
maneuver (SOM) with different delivery vertical asset mixes covering a varying seabase 
to objective landing zone distance.  “In order to facilitate future asset requirements, the 
scenario specified and developed new item types (e.g. MV-22, AAAV, etc.), new 
consumables (e.g. 30mm and High Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS) 
ammunition), new consumption rates, and detailed tables of equipment for all units in the 
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MEB.  The type of items were of Class I – Water, Class III – Fuel, and Class V – 
Ammunition” (OPNAV and CDM, 2003). 
This scenario conducted was an amphibious operation on the Korean peninsula 
using the 2015 MEB.  All units were employed, including units keeping the landing zone 
(LZ) open at the objectives.  The SOM included a single sea echelon area where the 
approach and retirement lanes remained constant for each run of the program.  Figure 7 
depicts the area of operations and the Seabase echelon. 
Figure 7.   SEAWAY Seabase Area of Operations 
 
2. Scenario 2015 Assets 
For the given scenario, the 2015 MEB is embarked on seven amphibious ships 
split across two Expeditionary Strike Groups (ESGs).  Each ESG is composed of a large 
deck amphibious assault ship (LHD or LHA(R)) and supporting transport dock ships 
(LPD) and landing dock ships with cargo variants (LSD).  Additionally, six Maritime 
Prepositioning Force (MPF) ships are co-located with the amphibious ships to download 
equipment and vehicles in the tactical area of operations.  Table 1 outlines the ships 
assigned to each ESG and the number of helicopter spots available per ship type. 
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Table 1. Naval Support Ships 2015 
GROUPS SHIP MAX HELO SPOTS 
ESG 1 LHD-2 5 
 LPD-17 4 
 LSD-42 1 
 LSD-49 1 
ESG 2 LPD-18 4 
 LSD-43 1 
 LHA(R) 2 
MPF(F) MPF(F)-1 6 
 MPF(F)-2 6 
 MPF(F)-3 6 
 MPF(F)-4 6 
 MPF(F)-5 6 
 MPF(F)-6 6 
 
In addition to the surface assets listed above, the 2015 MEB utilized two vertical 
lift platforms embarked across both ESGs and MPF(F)s.  There were a total of 51 MV-
22’s (future assets) and 18 CH-53’s (current assets, Figure 8).  Of those totals, the MV-
22’s were further split with nine aircraft on the LHD and 42 aircraft embarked on the 
MPF(F).  For the CH-53’s, five aircraft were on the LHD and 13 aircraft were embarked 
on the MPF(F).  
3. Scenario Assumptions 
In order to simplify various factors in the scenario, we chose to make assumptions 












Figure 8.   CH-53 landing on Deck  (From Ref: Global Security, 2004) 
 
The following surface crafts were incorporated into the scenario by the seabasing 
assessment.  There was one Landing Craft Air Cushion (LCAC) embarked on the 
LHA(R) (Figure 9), one Littoral Craft Unit (LCU) assigned to work with the LPD-17, 
and one heavy lift LCAC (HL-LCAC) embarked on one of the six MPF(F)s.  Due to 
limiting the focus of this research to vertical lift assets, surface craft factors remained the 
same for each program run. 
In order to focus on the logistic aspect of the scenario, the Route, Siting, Tactical, 
Weather and Distribution agents were turned off in order to create a static environment.  
If they had been turned on, the program might not run because these agents might not 
allow the logistic leg of the delivery plan to commence.  For example, under adverse 
weather conditions all vertical lift operations might be cancelled, or under combat 
conditions the debarkation points and/or flight deck crews might be appropriated for 
combat operations, rather than logistics re-supply efforts.  Additionally, the Inventory 
agent was disabled due to an assumption that material aboard the seabase echelon was 
being re-supplied by the Combat Logistics Force (CLF) ships, therefore it was not 
expected to run out of stock on any items.  This left the Requirements and Delivery 





Figure 9.   LHA(R) Future Design (From Ref:  CNO N75, 2004) 
 
Under normal amphibious operations, aircraft are unavailable for operational 
missions, repair, maintenance or reserved for other missions such as logistics.  This 
scenario assumed there were zero aircraft down for maintenance or reserved for other 
missions, this allowed all 51 MV-22ss and 18 CH-53s to be available for logistics 
operations. 
The following miscellaneous parameters were kept constant for every program 
run: the ordnance consumption was at the assault rate; the cycling rate of vertical assets 
was four sorties/transport/day; a SOLR represented one days worth of supply; the 
delivery plan represented one day’s worth of delivery. 
Once the details of the baseline scenario were documented and the focus of study 
was defined, it was time to run the SEAWAY program.  This step proved to be the most 
time-consuming and was the area of focus for this research.  The details regarding how 
we varied factors to investigate the chosen MOEs, and the amount of time required, are 
discussed in Chapter III, Design of Experiments. 
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III. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS 
A. DATA COLLECTION AND SOURCES 
In order to minimize the scope within the SEAWAY seabase scenario, this 
research focused on analyzing the vertical lift assets, namely 51 MV-22s and 18 CH-53s.  
These assets were split across the LHD naval platform and the MPF(F)s.  In order to gain 
a better understanding of the contributions between a current vertical lift asset (CH-53) 
and a future vertical lift asset (MV-22), three measures of effectiveness (MOE) were 
chosen. 
The Total Number of Aircraft Sorties was the summation of sorties for both MV-
22’s and CH-53’s.  The individual data for total sorties of MV-22’s and CH-53’s were 
also available.  Due to its longer range capabilities, we would expect to see the MV-22 
complete more sorties at longer distances versus the CH-53 completing more sorties at 
the shorter distances. 
The Total Aircraft Sortie Time of Aircraft Sorties was the summation of time for 
both MV-22’s and CH-53’s.  The individual data for total time of MV-22’s and CH-53’s 
were also available.  Due to its longer range and higher external speed, we would expect 
to see the MV-22 complete sorties in a quicker turn around time than the CH-53. 
The Total Tons Delivered was the summation of total tons delivered for both MV-
22’s and CH-53’s.  The individual data for total tons delivered by MV-22’s and CH-53’s 
were also available.  Due to its greater lift capacity, we would expect to see the CH-53 
delivering the bulk of the material versus the MV-22 across all distances within its range. 
Due to the deterministic nature of the SEAWAY program, only one run was 
needed for each combination of factor values.  We used a sampling technique in order to 
introduce variations from the baseline capabilities into the given scenario.  By using this 
technique, the chosen eleven factors could be observed to determine if their values could 
explain any variation in the explored resulting measures of effectiveness.  
The general methodology we used to collect and analyze the data was to select the 
factors for the experiment, apply the technique of a Latin Hypercube (LHC) design to set 
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the factor combinati ons, and to use multiple regression models to fit the datasets in order 
to identify significant factor combinations.   
1. Factor Selection 
The selection of the eleven factors (Table 2) was extracted from the baseline 
scenario provided by the Seabasing Assessment done by representatives from OPNAV 
N7 and CDM Technologies.  In order to establish a baseline scenario, factor values were 
chosen to maximize the overall delivery capabilities.  Specifically, nine of the eleven 
factor’s starting values were set to maximum values and two were set to minimum 
values.  As a follow on, a fine-tuning of selection factors was based on the following 
question: 
• “As the distance between the seabase and the landing zone increases (either 
because the maneuver ventures deeper inland or because the seabase is farther 
from shore) what is the appropriate ratio between lift capacity and speed of a 
vertical platform in order to maintain required delivery timelines?” (Becker, 
2003) 
 
Table 2. Summary Information for Experimental Factors 
FACTOR UNIT MAX MIN INCREMENT NUM LEVELS 
Distance to Seabase Nm 216 24 6 33 
External Speed of MV-22 Knots 148 84 2 33 
External Speed of Ch-53 Knots 108 44 2 33 
Lift Capacity of MV-22 Lbs 9,856 4,928 150 33 
Lift Capacity of CH-53 Lbs 29,973 20,085 300 33 
Delivery Window Min 615 120 15 33 
Spot re-use, after take-off Min 84 20 2 33 
Range of MV-22 Nm 495 335 5 33 
Range of CH-53 Nm 395 235 5 33 
MPF(F) Logistics Ea 6 1 1 6 




2. Design of Experiments 
Based on the initial selection of eleven factors, a sampling technique was used 
that would allow a full range of analyzing the combinations.  This method was an 
ordinary Latin Hypercube (LHC) sampling technique, where all portions of the 
distribution of the range of a factor are divided into equal increments.  The LHC then 
samples once, at random from within each of the factor distributions.  The values drawn 
are assigned as the factor settings for the first run of the simulation.  This technique is 
then repeated without replacement for the second, third, and all subsequent runs.  By the 
end of the LHC process, the distribution of possible values for the factor have been 
uniformly sampled resulting in a column filled with randomly sampled and randomly 
assigned factor settings that cover the number of simulation runs.   
LHC designs are very useful when there are many factors of interest and the 
analyst does not wish to make strong assumptions about the nature of their relationship to 
the MOEs (see, e.g., Sanchez and Lucas 2002, Kleijnen et al., 2004, Cioppa 2003).  The 
analysis is more straightforward if there is little or no correlation between the columns 
while still maintaining good space filling qualities.  “A design matrix will be classified as 
nearly orthogonal if it has a maximum pairwise correlation no greater than 0.03 and a 
condition number no greater than 1.13” (Cioppa, 2003).  For the eleven-factor design in 
the Appendix, two of the factors could take on only a handful of levels, so we were 
unable to use the orthogonal design suggested by Cioppa (2002, 2003) without rounding 
some factor settings.  Despite this rounding, the maximum correlation between factors 
(columns) was only 0.059 with a condition number of only 1.3.  This indicated our design 
still had reasonably good space-filling and orthogonality qualities.  See Appendix for the 
complete description (including factor settings) for the 11 factor, 33 run LHC matrix used 
for our analysis. 
a. Simulation Runs  
Once we determined the LHC design, it was time to run the SEAWAY 
program.  In addition to the 33 runs dictated by the LHC, an additional run was 
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conducted using the factors’ baseline values.  This run established a base case for the 
scenario and resulted in a total of 34 runs.   
The SEAWAY program runs were done at CDM technologies in San Luis 
Obispo, CA.  By visiting CDM, we were able to use their six laptop SEAWAY 
computers.  The time to set up and run the 34 program excursions spanned a two-day 
period over 22 hours.  Each simulation run averaged a forty-five minute set-up time, plus 
an average of two to fours hours to complete the simulation run, followed by forty-five 
minutes to capture data.  Each of the laptop computers were identical to those Marine 
Corps personnel would use in the field.  Computing capabilities required each laptop to 
meet a minimum of 1 GHZ processing speed and 1 GB RAM.  A local version of the 
SEAWAY program was installed on a Project Albert laptop with 2.5 GHZ processing 
speed and 768 MB RAM.  The laptop, despite not meeting minimal requirements for 
RAM, was useful in re-running simulation runs locally.  The local laptop ran noticeably 
slower than laptops at CDM Technologies. 
There were some inconveniences associated with running the SEAWAY 
program 34 times.  First, since the SEAWAY program uses a GUI interface for user 
inputs, this proved to be a hindrance when running the program multiple times.  A 
possible solution would be to have SEAWAY configured to process batch inputs.  Since 
SEAWAY was not capable of batch processing at the time of this research, the author 
was resigned to input and vary each run’s factors manually.  CDM representatives were 
very helpful in assisting with this process.  The manual input of varying factors did cause 
some ‘fat finger’ errors.  Specifically, input errors identified during the data capture 
phase meant that five program runs were required to be re-run on the local laptop.   
3. Statistical Software Package 
Before analysis began, we consolidated the data using two statistical software 
packages.  Since Microsoft ® Excel was a familiar program, SEAWAY post reports were 
saved as text files and imported into Microsoft ® Excel.  In Excel, we manipulated the 
text files into useable worksheets to support the chosen measure of effectiveness.  We 
then imported the data files into JMP a Statistical Discovery Software ™ package. 
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JMP is a product of the SAS Institute ® and is advertised as a software package 
for interactive statistical graphics (JMP, 2002).  This software is designed to be a point–
and-click product made for the field analyst.  JMP includes: 
• A spreadsheet for viewing, editing, entering, and manipulating of data. 
• A broad range of graphical and statistical methods for data analysis. 
• Options to select and display subsets of the data. 
• Facility for grouping data and computing summary statistics  
We found JMP to be a user-friendly data analysis package with well-developed graphics 
capabilities. 
B. MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
While there are many analysis techniques that could have been applied to the 
dataset, we decided to use multiple regression analysis.  The purpose of multiple 
regression is to learn more about the relationship between several independent or 
predictor variables and a dependent variable.  It can establish that a set of independent 
variables explains a proportion of the variance in a dependent variable at a significant 
level (significance test of R2).  Power terms (e.g., quadratic or cubic terms) can be added 
as independent variables to explore curvilinear effects.  Cross-product terms (two-way 
interactions) can be added as independent variables to explore interaction effects 
(Devore, 2000). 
1. Regression Equation 
The general computational problem that needs to be solved in multiple regression 
analysis is to fit a straight line to a number of points.  In the simplest case, you would 
have one dependent and one independent variable.  However, in the multivariate case, the 
objective is to find a model that relates the dependent variable Y to more than one 
independent or predictor variable (Devore, 2000).  In general, the regression model 
equation can be expressed as the following: 
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where:             Y     dependent variable
                             independent variable
                             true, unknown, regression coefficients
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Since the equation above has no interaction effects, this will be the equation for 
the main effects.   
2. Quadratic Effects 
Next, we added quadratic terms to the model to incorporate the curvilinear effects 
of an independent variable on a dependent variable.  However, when attempting to fit 
polynomials of an independent variable whose mean does not equal zero, difficulties can 
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3. Two-way Interactions 
We next explored how incorporating the joint effect of two variables on a 
dependent variable, in addition to their separate main effects, could improve the original 
model.  One adds interaction terms to the model as cross-products of the standardized 
independents, typically placing them after the main effects independent variables.  Since 
cross-product terms may be highly correlated with the corresponding independent 
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variables in the regression equation, it is suggested the cross-product independent 
variables also be “centered”.  The JMP Statistical software package automatically 
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Note that in practice we could skip step 3 and proceed directly to step 4.  We 
include the two-way interaction model without quadratic effects in our discussion for 
completeness. 
4. Quadratic Effects & Two-way Interactions 
Adding both quadratic and interaction terms to the model allowed for both effects 
to be incorporated as independent variables on a dependent variable in addition to their 
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The following assumptions regarding ε apply for the regression fitting technique 
and the statistical testing procedures (Devore, 2000 and Hamilton, 1992). 
• Errors must follow a normal (Gaussian) distribution. 
2(0, )        i N iε σ= ∀  
• Errors must be identically distributed with zero mean and constant 
variance. 
2
[ ] 0       










• Errors are uncorrelated with each other. 
[ , ] 0       i jCov i jε ε = ∀ ≠  
6. Comparing Regression Models 
When conducting regression analysis, a good starting point is to look at the F-test.  
The F-test is used to test the overall significance of the regression model as a whole.  If 
Prob (F)<0.05, then the model is considered to be significantly better (at level α = .05) 
than would be expected by chance.  We then reject our null hypothesis of no linear 
relationship between Y and the independent variables (X) (Devore, 2000). 
H0 :   There is no linear relationship between Y and any of the independent 
variables (X) 
Ha :   There is a relationship between Y and at least one of the independent 
variables (X) 
The second step in the regression analysis is to look at the R2 values.  R2 is the 
proportion of variance in the dependent variable (Y) explained jointly by the independent 
variables (X), and can assume values between 0.0 and 1.0.  For example, if R2 = 1.0 this 
indicates the model is successful in explaining all of the Y variation, and if R2 = 0.0 then 
the regression error is as large as it would be if you simply guessed the mean for all cases 
of Y (Devore, 2000 and Hamilton, 1992).  Since R2 never decreases when additional 
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terms are added to a model, our goal was not to identify models that maximized R2.  For 
each MOE, we want to find a simple regression model, i.e., one with the fewest number 
of terms, for which R2 is close to 1.0. 
7. Determining the Significance of Terms in the Regression Model 
During the exploration of the four models, we determined the significant terms 
within each model prior to moving forward to the next model.  The idea was to verify the 
factor combinations themselves both qualitatively and quantitatively.  The author’s 
judgment was used to qualitatively determine whether including or excluding specific 
terms made sense.  Quantitatively, the student t-test was used to determine the 
significance of a particular term by assessing the significance of individual β coefficients.  
A common rule of thumb is to drop from the equation all variables not significant at the 
0.05 level or better. 
In JMP, these procedures were automated.  Therefore, it was very easy to test 
over the range of factor combinations. 
8. Plotting Regression Models 
Once we choose the “simplest” regression model, two specific plots were used as 
a quick validation of the goodness of fit.  The first plot, “actual vs. predicted”, is a quick 
visual display useful for verifying the general pattern of the actual dependent variable 
(Y).  Ideally, one would want all points to fall along a diagonal line, which would imply 
that the independent variable (X) is effective in predicting the dependent variable (Y).  
The value of R2 should validate these observations.  If R2 is close to 1.0, then the plot will 
reflect a diagonal line, if R2 is closer to 0.0, there can still be a linear relationship but the 
points will be more scattered around the line.  A useful option for these plots are the 
confidence curves.  In this thesis, they are visible by the “3 red-bands” or “3 dotted 
diagonal curves/lines”.  The confidence curves indicate whether the test is significant at 
the 5% level by showing a confidence region for the line of fit.  If the region between the 
curves crosses the horizontal line, then the model is significant.  If the region contains the 
horizontal line, then the model is not significant.  The horizontal line is the sample mean 
of the response (JMP, 2002). 
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The second plot, the “standardized residuals vs. predicted”, is also a quick visual 
in verifying the spread or the evenly spaced distribution of all points.  If the model is 
correct, the plot should show a random scatter, with no linearity or other types of 
patterns.  The detection of any type of pattern would violate our assumptions of the errors 
being independently distributed with mean equal to zero and constant variance (Devore, 
2000). 
Other useful optional plots were also used to interpret and analyze the final model 
through graphical methods.  These plots will be discussed in detail in the next section.  In 
summary, verifying the numerical results of the final model’s equations will be 
confirmed graphically by looking at the Interaction Plots, the Prediction Profiler, the 
Actual vs. Predicted plots, and the Standardized Residuals vs. Predicted plots. 
C. MODEL COMPARISONS 
1. Fitting the Main Effects Only Models 
Initial analysis began by looking at the eleven factors in the Main-Effects Model 
for each of the measures of effectiveness.  The results are listed in Table 3. 
 
Table 3. Main-Effects Model Summary of Results 
Regression Results Total Aircraft 
Tons 
Total Aircraft Sorties Total Aircraft Time 
R2 .7873 .3841 .1713 
F test p-value <.0001 .3158 .9344 
# Factors 11 11 11 
 
Based on the lack of significance, as indicated by the F-test p-values > 0.05 for 
two of the three MOEs, and the relatively low R2 values for each of the measures of 
effectiveness, the next step in the analysis was to introduce the quadratic effects to the 
Main Effects Only Model.   
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2. Fitting the Quadratic Model 
Due to the lack of significance and corresponding low values of the R2, we 
decided to introduce the squared terms.  The number of the available terms, now doubled 
to 22 terms, poses a sizeable second-order model.  In order to come up with a simpler 
quadratic model, we used the stepwise regression procedure in JMP to add in terms 
having the most influence on R2 provided the chosen significance level is met.  The 
significance level criteria for each independent variable added to the model was its p-
value <0.05.  As a recurring action, as the stepwise regression process adds terms to the 
model, it also goes back to verify previously added terms and re-validates their 
significance level.  The end result is a model containing only significant terms that 
improve the value of R2 the most.  As a rule, if the resulting model’s independent 
variables included the squared term, the main effect variable was also included.  Since 
multicollinearity expresses a linear relationship between two or more of the independent 
variables, it can prevent the estimation of the individual coefficients of our independent 
variables (Hamilton, 1992).  In order to solve the multicollinearity problem, prior to 
adding the quadratic term in the model, the independent variable should be “centered” 
(by subtracting the mean) prior to applying the quadratic transformation.  The JMP 
Statistical software package automatically “centers” the independent variable by 
subtracting off its sample mean when including quadratic terms in each of the models.  
Table 4 is a summary of the results for each of the measures of effectiveness. 
3. Fitting the Two way Interactions Model 
Since the significance and R2 values of all three models improved, but there still 
seemed to be room for improvement, we decided to introduce the interactions of the main 
terms.  This Two-Way Interaction Effects model included the eleven factors from the 
Main Effects Model plus the introduction of the paired terms across the eleven factors.  
Due to the impossibility of simultaneously introducing 55 potential interactions into a 
model constructed from only 34 data points, a full second-order model cannot be fit.  As 
with the Quadratic Effects model, the stepwise regression procedure in JMP was used to 
add in factors having the most influence.  Each independent variable with a p-value <0.05 
was individually added.  As a rule, if a variable was included as an interaction term, the 
main effect variable was also included.  As with the previous interactions, the “centering” 
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of the independent variable was required in order to minimize multicollinearity.  The 
JMP Statistical software package automatically “centers” the independent variable by 
subtracting off its sample mean when including two-way terms in each of the models.  
Table 5 is a summary of the results for each of the measure of effectiveness. 
 
 
Table 4. Quadratic Effects Model Summary of Results 
 
4. Fitting the Final Model 
Despite the apparent “success” of the Two-way Interactions and Quadratic 
Models, we decided to go further in our analysis in order to see if by allowing both types 
of effects, we could reduce the number of terms while still keeping the percentage of 
explained variability high.  The final objective was to find the best equation that could 
include two-way interactions, 2nd degree polynomial quadratic effects, and main effects.  
As with the previous models, the stepwise regression procedure in JMP was used to add 
in factors having the most significance.  Ultimately, each independent variable with a p-
Regression Results Total Aircraft Tons Total Aircraft Sorties Total Aircraft Sorties 
Time 
R2 .9347 .6433 .8132 
F test p-value <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
# Factors 7 3 7 
Range of MV-22 X X X 
D to Seabase X X X 
(D to Seabase)2 X X X 
Spot Re-use Time X  X 
(Spot Re-Use Time)2 X  X 
Lift of MV-22 X  X 
(Lift of MV-22)2 X  X 
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value <0.05 was individually added to the model.  As a rule, if the resulting model’s 
independent variables included the squared or interaction term, the main-effect term was 
also included.  In order to solve the multicollinearity problem, prior to adding the 
quadratic and two-way terms in the model, the independent variable should be “centered” 
(by subtracting the mean) prior to applying the quadratic transformation.  The JMP 
Statistical software package automatically “centers” the independent variable by 
subtracting off its sample mean when including quadratic and two-way terms in each of 
the models. 
Reviewing the results in Table 6, the three models were able to explain 89-94% of 
the scenario’s variability with only 5-12 terms, versus the 14-17 terms identified in the 
Two-way Interaction model and the 77 potential terms at the onset of the analysis. 
When the SEAWAY process results in an unacceptable Air and Surface Delivery 
Plan from the seabase, this parsimonious final model will provide the time-crunched 
logistician a “fast and furious” method for identifying significant factors to modify that 
will be more likely to provide an acceptable delivery plan.  A spreadsheet program like 
Microsoft Excel ® can be used to employ the resulting equations easily.  This 
spreadsheet tool is a great complement to the SEAWAY program, especially when time 
constraints do not allow for running the SEAWAY program multiple times. 
5. Interpreting the Terms in Final Model 
Verifying and interpreting the terms that resulted in the final model was an 
ongoing process throughout the analysis.  During the evaluation of the final model, we 
qualitatively verified the acceptance of the factor combinations themselves by including 
or excluding specific factor combinations.  Quantitatively, we used the student t-test to 
determine the impact of specific terms by assessing the significance of the corresponding 
beta coefficients.  The rule of thumb used during this analysis was to drop from the 
equation all variables not significant at the 0.05 level or better.  The exception to this was 
when the main effect independent variables were added back in when either the squared 
term or its two-way interaction term was chosen during the stepwise regression process.  





Table 5. Two-way Interactions Model Summary of Results 




Total Aircraft Sortie 
Time 
R2 .9769 .9476 .9289 
F test p-value <.0001 <0.001 <.0001 
# Factors 15 17 14 
Spot Re-use Time  X  
Range of MV-22 X X X 
Range of CH-53 X X X 
D to Seabase X X X 
Ext Speed CH-53 X X X 
Ext Speed MV-22  X X 
Lift of MV-22 X X  
Lift of CH-53 X   
Delivery Window X X X 
MPF(F) Log Dbk Pts X X X 
L Log Dbk Pts X X X 
(Range of MV-22)*(D to Seabase) X X X 
(Range of MV-22)*(Ext Speed MV- X X  
(D to Seabase)*(Ext Speed MV-22)2 X X X 
(Range CH-53)*(Ext Speed CH-53) X X X 
(Delivery Window)*(MPF(F) Log X X X 
(Range CH-53)*(L Log Dbk Pts) X X X 





Table 6. Final Model Summary Results 




Total Aircraft Sorties 
Time
R2 .9363 .9241 .8895 
F test p-value <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
# Factors 5 12 10 
Spot Re-use Time  X  
Range of MV-22 X X X 
Range of CH-53    
D to Seabase X X X 
Ext Speed CH-53    
Ext Speed MV-22   X 
Lift of MV-22 X X X 
Lift of CH-53  X X 
Delivery Window   X 
MPF(F) Log Dbk Pts    
L Log Dbk Pts  X  
(D to Seabase)2 X X X 
(L Log Dbk Pts)2  X  
(D to Seabase)*(Lift MV-22)   X 
(Ext Speed MV-22)*(Lift CH-53)   X 
(Lift of CH-53)*(Del Window)   X 
(Range MV-22)*(D to Seabase) X X  
(Spot Re-use)*(Lift MV-22)  X  
(Range MV-22)*(Lift CH-53)  X  






Table 7. Parameter Estimates – Total Aircraft Sorties 
Term Prob>|t| 
Intercept <.0001 
Spot Re-use Time 0.0259 
Range MV-22 <.0001 
D to Seabase <.0001 
D to Seabase*D to Seabase <.0001 
Lift MV-22  0.3464 
Lift CH-53 0.7674 
L Log Dbk Pts 0.7767 
L Log Dbk Pts* L Log Dbk Pts 0.0028 
Range MV-22*D to Seabase <.0001 
Spot Re-use Time*Lift MV-22  0.0200 
Range MV-22*Lift CH-53 0.0001 
Range MV-22* L Log Dbk Pts 0.0500 
 
 
Table 8. Parameter Estimates – Total Aircraft Sortie Time 
Term Prob>|t| 
Intercept 0.6748 
Range MV-22 <.0001 
D to Seabase 0.3089 
(D to Seabase-117.206)*(D to Seabase-117.206) <.0001 
Ext Speed MV-22 0.5242 
Lift MV-22  0.0765 
Lift CH-53 0.8004 
Dlvr Window 0.3755 
(D to Seabase-117.206)*(Lift MV-22 -7468.71) 0.0026 
(Ext Speed MV-22-117)*(Lift CH-53-25175.2) <.0001 




Table 9. Parameter Estimates – Total Aircraft Tons 
Term Prob>|t
Intercept 0.0002 
Range MV-22 0.0013 
D to Seabase <.0001 
(D to Seabase-117.206)*(D to Seabase-117.206) <.0001 
Lift MV-22  0.0069 
(Range MV-22-417.5)*(D to Seabase-117.206) 0.0015 
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6. Evaluating Final Model Results 
The results of the model were interpreted and analyzed through numerical and 
graphical methods.  The resulting equations when used with a spreadsheet can provide a 
“back of the envelope” solution for each of the three MOEs immediately.  The signs of 
the beta coefficients in conjunction with the equations can be used to show the effect 
(positive or negative) each resulting term will have on the MOE.  Verifying the numerical 
results of the equations can be confirmed graphically by looking at the Interaction Plots, 
the Prediction Profiler, the Actual vs. Predicted plots, and the Standardized Residuals vs. 
Predicted plots. 
The resulting equations from the Final Models for the three MOEs are shown in 
equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3): 
3.1. Total Aircraft Tons Model Equation  
2
Total Aircraft Tons = 336.62 + 0.58*(RangeMV22-417.50) - 2.36*(DtoSeabase-117.21) - 
                                   0.0204*(DtoSeabase-117.21)  + 0.016*(LiftMV22-7468.71) +
                                   0.011*(RangeMV22-417.50)*(DtoSeabase-117.21) 
 3.2. Total Aircraft Sorties Model Equation 
2
Total Aircraft Sorties = 61.97 - 0.19*(SpotReuse-51.35) + 0.17*(RangeMV22-417.50) - 
        0.19*(DtoSeabase-117.21) - 0.0045*(DtoSeabase-117.21)  - 0.0009*(LiftMV22-7468.71) - 
        0.00015*(LiftCH
2
53-25175.21) + 0.30*(LLogDbkPts-3.15) + 
        3.84*(LLogDbkPts-3.15)  + 0.0036*(RangeMV22-417.50)*(DtoSeabase-117.21) - 
        0.00012*(SpotReuse-51.35)*(LiftMV22-7468.71) + 
        0.000044*(RangeMV22-417.50)*(LiftCH53-25175.21)-
        0.0512*(RangeMV22-417.50)*(LLogDbkPts-3.15)
 
3.3. Total Aircraft Sortie Time Model Equation 
2
Total Aircraft Sortie Time = 26.54 + 0.45*(RangeMV22-417.50) - 0.09*(DtoSeabase-117.21) - 
          0.02*(DtoSeabase-117.21)  + 0.15*(ExtSpeedMV22-117.00) - 
          0.0056*(LiftMV22-7468.71) + 0.0004*(LiftCH53-25175.21) + 
          0.03*(DlvrWindow-368.82)  + 0.0002*(DtoSeabase-117.21)*(LiftMV22-7468.71) +
          0.0005*(ExtSpeedMV22-117.00)*(LiftCH53-25175.21) + 
          0.00003*(LiftCH53-25178.21)*(DlvrWindow-368.82)
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Once the final model has been determined, other useful analysis includes looking 
at the signs of the resulting estimated beta coefficients.  The estimated beta coefficients 
are the average amount the dependent variable (Y) increases (+) or decreases(-) when the 
independent variable (X) increases one unit while the other independent variables are 
held constant (Devore 2000).  Looking at Total Aircraft Tons, as the Distance to the 
Seabase increases by one unit, Total Aircraft Tons decreases (-).  Conversely, as the 
Range and Lift of the MV-22 increases by one unit respectively, Total Aircraft Tons 
increases.  Table 10 summarizes the signs for each of the estimated betas across the three 
MOEs: 
Table 10. Final Model Beta Coefficients 
Term Total Aircraft Tons Total Aircraft Sorties Total Aircraft Sortie 
Time 
Spot Re-use Time -  
Range of MV-22 + + + 
Range of CH-53  
D to Seabase - - - 
Ext Speed CH-53  
Ext Speed MV-22 + 
Lift of MV-22 + - - 
Lift of CH-53 - + 
Delivery Window + 
MPF(F) Log Dbk Pts  
L Log Dbk Pts +  
(D to Seabase)2 - - - 
(L Log Dbk Pts)2 +  
(D to Seabase)*(Lift MV-22) + 
(Ext Speed MV-22)*(Lift CH-53) + 
(Lift of CH-53)*(Del Window) + 
(Range MV-22)*(D to Seabase) + +  
(Spot Re-use)*(Lift MV-22) -  
(Range MV-22)*(Lift CH-53) +  
(Range MV-22)*(L Log Dbk Pts) -  
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Other useful plots when analyzing the results of the Final Model are the 
Interaction Plots and the Prediction Profiler Plots.  The Interaction Plots will show 
evidence of interactions between the terms as nonparallel lines.  When the lines appear 
dotted rather than solid, there is no corresponding interaction term in the model. 
For the first MOE, the Interaction Plot in Figure 10 shows there are interactions 
between the Range of the MV-22 and the Distance to the Seabase main effects. For 
example, looking at the lower left cell the effect of Distance to the Seabase is smaller at 







































Figure 10.   Aircraft Tons Interaction Plot 
 
When looking at the Prediction Profiler Plots, a prediction trace for each 
independent variable (X) is the predicted response as one variable is changed while the 
others are held constant at the current values.  The Prediction Profiler re-computes the 
traces as you vary the value of an independent variable (X).   
Since the Distance to the Seabase was a common factor across all three MOEs, 
Figure 11 displays the plots as this X variable is varied from its maximum value (top 
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plot) to the center value (middle plot) to its minimum value (bottom plot).  Noted by a 
change in slope, the impact of the Range of the MV-22 is directly affected. When the 
Distance is high, more tonnage is delivered when the Range of the MV-22 is high. When 
the distance is low, more tonnage is delivered when the Range of the MV-22 is low.  
These observations agree with the explanation from the previous Interaction Plot.  As a 
third affirmation, these clarifications could also have been derived from the resulting 
equations discussed earlier.  An example using a spreadsheet to calculate the resulting 
equations will be discussed later in this section.  In contrast, the impact of changing the 










































































Figure 11.   Aircraft Tons Prediction Profiler 
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For the second MOE, Total Aircraft Sorties, the Interaction Plot in Figure 12 
shows there are interactions between the Range of the MV-22 and the Distance to the 
Seabase main effects.  Looking at the first row, fourth column, the effect of Spot Re-use 
is smaller at the lower capacities of the Lift of the MV-22, but it diverges for the upper 
capacities of the Lift of the MV-22.  Additionally, you can visually see that the Range of 
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Since the Distance to the Seabase was a common factor across all three MOEs, 
the following Figure 13, displays the plots as this X variable is varied from its maximum 
(top plot) value to the center value (middle plot) to its minimum value (bottom plot).  
Noted by the change in slope for the Total Aircraft Sorties MOE, the impact of the Range 
































































































































































































Figure 13.   Aircraft Sorties Prediction Profile 
 
For the third MOE, the Interaction Plot in Figure 14 shows there are interactions 
among five of the main effects (solid lines).  Looking at the first row, third column, the 
effect of Distance to the Seabase is smaller at the higher capacities of the Lift of the MV-
22, but it diverges for the lower capacities of the Lift of the MV-22.  Additionally, you 
can visually see that the Lift of the CH-53 has the most interactions (two) as seen by its 

































































































































Figure 14.   Aircraft Sortie Time – Interaction Plot 
 
Since the Distance to the Seabase was a common factor across all three MOEs, 
the following Figure 15, displays the plots as this X variable is varied from its maximum 
(top plot) value to the center value (middle plot) to its minimum value (bottom plot).  
Noted by the change in slope, the Lift of the MV-22 is directly affected, while the others 
























































































































Figure 15.   Aircraft Sortie Time – Prediction Profile 
 
As we discussed in Section 3.B.8, an accepted method of verifying the 
assumptions of regression analysis is to review graphical output from the fitted model.  
The most common plots are the “actual vs. predicted” and “residuals vs. predicted”.  
Ideally, the actual vs. predicted plot will show linearity where all points fall along a 
diagonal line.  The residual vs. predicted plot should show even distribution with no 
apparent pattern.  We now present and discuss the plots corresponding to the Final 
Models for our three MOEs. 
By viewing the output graphs from the Final Model for each measure of 
effectiveness, we can get a better idea of how well the predicted followed the actual 
measure of effectiveness.  For the Total Aircraft Sorties plot in Figure 16, it appears as if 
all points are reflected along the positively sloped diagonal axis, indicating the predicted 
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and actual are related.  Since the confidence curve (3 bands) crosses the horizontal 
sample mean, this implies the model is significant.  The plot also shows the average Total 
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Figure 16.   Actual vs. Predicted Plot – Total Aircraft Sorties  
 
By viewing the output graph of the residuals in Figure 17, we see that the 
residuals are evenly dispersed about the mean with no apparent pattern.  This validates 
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Figure 17.   Residual vs. Predicted Plot – Total Aircraft Sorties 
 
 
For the Total Aircraft Tons plot in Figure 18, it appears as if most of the points 
are reflected along the positively sloped diagonal axis, indicating the predicted and actual 
points are relative.  There does appear to be one outlier, number twelve, which relates to 
run eleven where there were zero tons delivered by the CH-53’s but a small amount, 
17.09 short tons (stons) was delivered by the MV-22’s.  Further research indicates the 
points that are circled and appear to be linearly related to each other, resulted in the same 
total of Aircraft Tons, despite there being different combination of tons carried by either 
the MV-22 or the CH-53.  Since the confidence curve (3 bands) crosses the horizontal 
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sample mean, this implies the model is significant.  Additionally, the plot also shows the 
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Figure 18.   Actual vs. Predicted – Total Aircraft Tons 
 
By viewing the output graph of the residuals in Figure 19, we see that the 
residuals also appear to be dispersed about the mean with the only apparent pattern being 
a “diagonal” line intersecting the mean.  This corresponds to the horizontal groupings 
seen on the Actual vs. Predicted plot where Total Aircraft Tons was equal across several 
runs.  The lack of any other pattern means the regression assumption identically 
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Figure 19.   Residual vs. Predicted – Total Aircraft Tons 
 
For the Total Aircraft Sorties plot in Figure 20, it once again appears as if all 
points are reflected along the positively sloped diagonal axis, indicating the predicted and 
actual comply.  Since the confidence curve (3 bands) crosses the horizontal sample mean, 
this implies the model is significant.  The plot also shows the average Total Aircraft 
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Figure 20.   Actual vs. Predicted – Total Aircraft Sortie Time 
 
By viewing the output graph of the residuals in Figure 21, the residuals were 
dispersed about the mean with no apparent pattern.  The lack of any other pattern means 
the regression assumption of identically distributed errors with a mean of zero and 
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Figure 21.   Residual vs. Predicted – Total Aircraft Sortie Time 
 
As a review, once the coefficient estimates beta have been estimated, predicted 
values for all chosen MOEs can be generated using a spreadsheet such as Microsoft 
Excel® in a fraction of second.  Figure 22 gives a general example of how to lay out the 
rows and columns in order to facilitate predicting the chosen MOEs.  The example shown 
displays the factors set to their baseline case values.  Slider bars above the value facilitate 
the varying of the factors through their respective ranges.  The values in the “predicted” 
row are a result of the Final Model equations for each MOE.  For comparison purposes, 
the predicted and actual values for the baseline experiment were 385.45 and 476.07 stons 
for Total Aircraft Tons, 52.36 and 57 for the number of Total Aircraft Sorties, and 71.64 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Seabasing involves providing versatile seabased platforms in order to project US 
forces ashore in areas of the world where land-based options are not available.  This 
concept has been around for a long time, but is currently becoming recognized as an 
important requirement.  A seabase could be a single platform, or a group of high-speed, 
high-volume, and air capable platforms.  Seabasing is not a thing or a platform, but an 
aggregation of capabilities composed of command and control, defensive and offensive 
capabilities as well as logistics.  Seabasing is the "whole package" (Waterline 2003). 
In this thesis, we used a currently fielded program SEAWAY to evaluate a 
seabase scenario.  The scenario conducted was an amphibious operation on the Korean 
peninsula using the 2015 MEB.  The seabase scenario focused on utilizing the same one 
phase scheme of maneuver (SOM) using different vertical lift asset mixes covering a 
varying seabase to objective landing zone distance.  Based on the scenario, the following 
measures of effectiveness (MOEs) were chosen:  Total Number of Aircraft Sorties, Total 
Aircraft Sortie Time, and Total Aircraft Tons Delivered.   
Data farming techniques were applied to the SEAWAY agent based software in 
order to explore the program’s behavior.  The technique used was a Latin Hypercube 
(LHC) design sampling technique where all portions of the distribution of the range of a 
factor are divided into equal increments.  The general methodology used to collect and 
analyze the data was to select the factors related to our MOEs, apply the LHC design, and 
to use multiple regression models to fit the resulting datasets in order to identify 
significant factor combinations.  Our research found that for three stated measures of 
effectiveness, we were able to determine that specified factors were capable of explaining 
most of the variation in the MOEs.   
In the course of doing this study, the importance of the results of the model, data 
farming techniques and agent-based models became readily apparent.  The findings and 
recommendations within each of these subject areas are worth reviewing.  The following 
three subject areas discuss in greater detail our observations.  As this research evolved, 
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other questions regarding seabasing logistics transpired.  The specific SEAWAY and 
seabasing related questions follow as an invitation for future thesis students interested in 
seabasing logistics. 
A. FINAL MODEL RESULTS 
 1. Conclusions 
As a result of fitting four models, this study uncovered three main aspects.  First, 
the seabasing environment modeled was found to be effectively described by a few factor 
combinations.  Second, interactions between parameters provided additional explanatory 
reasoning.  Third, it was surprising to find the final models captured a large percentage of 
the variability with four similar terms, three main effects and one quadratic term, across 
the four models. 
The “back of the envelope” methodology that resulted from this research will 
provide the logistician in the field an extremely fast “ball park” figure prior to them 
getting more detailed plans from running the SEAWAY program.  Across the three 
MOEs analyzed in this research, we found there were four specific terms that were most 
significant.  These four terms are the areas in which the logistician should focus on to 
bring the logistics plan back into swing or the four  terms that when the SOM is not going 
along as planned, they will have the greatest variation or impact on the resulting Air and 
Surface Delivery Plan. 
This parsimonious model will provide the time-crunched logistician a ‘fast and 
furious’ methodology for identifying significant factors to modify that will be more likely 
to provide an acceptable Air and Surface Delivery Plan.  A spreadsheet program like 
Microsoft Excel ® can be used to employ the resulting equations easily.  This 
spreadsheet tool is a great complement to the SEAWAY program, especially when time 
constraints do not allow for running of the SEAWAY program multiple times.   
 2. Recommendations 
The results of this research should be used in conjunction with the execution of 
the SEAWAY program.  The ability to use a prediction equation with the coefficient 
estimates beta and the five significant factors as variables can generate predicted values 
for a chosen MOE in a fraction of second.  This is a huge time advantage for the 
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logistician decision maker in the field since the SEAWAY program takes at least two 
hours to run.  Without the aid of this research, any alterations to an unacceptable Air and 
Surface Delivery Plan will be at the discretion of the logistician who may or may not 
have little or no guidance on how to get improvement. The amount of time saved by 
minimizing the number of times the SEAWAY program executes is priceless in an 
unpredictable combat environment.  The logistician can now use his new decision 
making skills to adjust aspects of the plan based on the factors they know will have the 
largest impact on successful MOEs.  Additionally, they also have a better idea of what 
areas can remain unchanged because of their proven lack of significance.  
Before beginning the analysis, it would behoove the analyst to become familiar 
with a statistical software package that offers a broad range of graphical and statistical 
methods for data analysis.  Although this research used a combination of JMP and 
Microsoft Excel ®, there are many other statistical software packages on the market. 
While this research focused on vertical lift assets, analysis of this scenario could 
have focused on naval support assets or any other logistics aspect of a seabasing scenario.  
SEAWAY reports provide a large number of data points that are easily exportable into a 
spreadsheet.  It is up to the analyst to determine what logistical aspect they wish to study. 
During the fitting of the models, the analyst was required to do a sanity check on 
each of the models verifying that the factors left over after being added during the step-
wise analysis made sense when related to the given set of measures of effectiveness.  This 
proved to be a trial and error process.  In order to circumvent this issue, one should 
continually pose questions during the stepwise process in order to ensure that no term is 
overlooked regarding its relevance to the given MOE.  The automated procedures can be 
helpful but are not a substitute for the analysts’ judgment. 
B. DATA FARMING AND DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS 
 1. Conclusions 
Complex scenarios such as the seabasing Logistics problem include many 
variables and/or multifaceted interactions.  In order to identify which factors pose the 
greatest effect on the given measures of effectiveness, data farming with the aid of a 
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design of experiments provides useful tools for the analyst.  This study considered 
seventy-seven term combinations at thirty-three different design points. 
Since SEAWAY is a stand-alone system, computing power was limited to the 
system requirements of the laptop computer.  The ability to generate data when fine-
tuning the design runs, or during analysis of results, was limited by computer system 
requirements.  In order to work within the system’s limitations, the LHC design was 
extremely useful in ensuring each parameter was tested over the ranges selected.  This 
contributed to the resulting “back of the envelope” structured sound analysis. 
 2. Recommendations 
When analyzing a complex real world problem with many factors, the data 
farming procedure used in this study is useful.  Although the SEAWAY program is not 
currently set up to analyze scenarios in a “super computing” environment, the developers 
are working on a “batch process” input feature which will minimize any errors caused by 
manually varying input parameters.  Since SEAWAY is not capable of batch processing 
at the time of this research, the author was resigned to input and vary each run’s factors 
manually.  This feature is critical if SEAWAY is to be used not only by the field user but 
by analysts working on developing improvements to the program itself. 
The use of a LHC design was extremely useful in assisting the set-up of 
determining model factors.  Since there are no restrictions on the number of factors in the 
design, this process could be very useful for exploring scenarios that are more complex. 
C. AGENT BASED MODELS 
 1. Conclusions 
Agent-based models allow the analyst to create and simulate a complex real world 
scenario.  The ability for agent-based models to include the capability to measure and 
transfer the use of supply resources is a limited potential amongst the agent-based 
programs used by the Department of Defense.  One program developed with this precise 
capability is the SEAWAY program developed by CDM Technologies Inc.  Since 
SEAWAY is a relatively new decision making tool, its capability to assist in seabase 
operations will play an integral role in the naval and joint seabase logistics programs in 
support of Sea Power 21.   
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In general, when coming up with a scenario that may be solved in an agent- based 
environment, the analyst may be required to be creative in their manipulation and 
interpretation of necessary factors.  Initially, the author had investigated using Pythagoras 
and Socrates agent-based programs to create a seabase logistics scenario.  However, the 
level of creativity needed to simulate replenishment of supply resources proved to be too 
labor intensive.  With technological improvements and more research time it is possible 
for Pythagoras and Socrates agent-based programs to support any logistics based 
scenarios. 
 2. Recommendations  
Despite the success of the results of this analysis, there were some difficulties 
associated with running the SEAWAY program.  The GUI interface, although useful for 
the field user, was an impediment of time when running the program multiple times.  
Common errors include “fat finger” syndrome and miscalculations of measured units.  
In spite of the above-mentioned shortcomings of the SEAWAY program, it is still 
an excellent tool for the field user to come up with an Air and Surface Delivery Plan 
capable of supporting a variety of scheme of maneuvers (SOM) relative to world events.  
This research has provided a “back of the envelope” solution in how to alter the plan’s 
inputs (factors) in order to come up with an acceptable plan in a fraction of a second.  
This “back of the envelope” solution can then be used in conjunction with the SEAWAY 
program to provide the field user options as to which inputs have the most predictable 
power, thereby saving program run time for an ideal Air and Surface Delivery plan 
supporting a specific SOM or COA. 
D. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
As the OPNAV N7 and CDM Technologies Seabasing Assessment concluded and 
this research evolved, a number of related questions surfaced and could prove to be 
worthwhile thesis research for other interested students.  The SEAWAY program as well 
as any other agent-based program with creative manipulation, could be used to answer 




1. SEAWAY Related Questions 
A connector is a generic representation of any small transportation device on the 
seabase that is lifting personnel, fuel, or cargo.  Some examples of this are LCACs, LCU, 
CH-46, CH-53, MV-22, High Speed Connector (HSC), LCAC(X), LCH(X).  On the 
other hand, a prime mover is a generic representation of any large transportation device 
on the seabase that is lifting personnel, fuel, or cargo.  Some examples include LHD, 
LPD, LSD, MPF, MPF(F), or other MSC or CLF ship. 
• Is there a correlation between the available logistics connectors and other 
related factors in order to maximize efficiency and queuing?  (Other related 
factors include debarkation points, transit lanes, landing zones, 
loading/unloading of cargo and the amount of cargo (in short tons) carried by 
a connector); 
• If some of the variables are known, is there an appropriate equation to assist in 
the determination of time efficiency? 
• If I know the number of debarkation spots, transit lanes, landing zones, 
loading and offloading times, the amount of cargo to be delivered, and asset 
capacity, then how many connectors must be available in order to deliver the 
cargo within a specified amount of time in order to minimize or eliminate 
queuing? 
• For Integrated Naval Logistics packaging, is there a commercially viable way 
of delivering re-supply from the seabase using a combination of commercial 
black hulls, military gray hulls, and surface and vertical connectors to allow 
for the eventual delivery of tailored supply packages? 
• What if commercial sources maximize the use of twenty-foot equivalent units 
(TEU) for bulk delivery and ground units require tailored re-supply packages 
for reception.  Is the best solution using a new method of packaging and 
delivery?  What would it look like? 
• Alternatively, is the best solution a new system that breaks down the TEU and 
repackages the cargo for follow-on tailored delivery? What would be the 
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transfer, strike-up/strike-down, the automated cargo handling, and the tailored 
repackaging requirements for MPF(F), Large Medium Roll-On/Roll-Off 
(LMSR), and amphibious ships (L-class) in order to support this method of 
logistics transfer? 
The biggest technology gap identified to date for seabasing is the interface 
requirement for large and small vessels for conducting rolling stock material transfer on 
the seabase through sea state four.  
• What are the interfaces required between large hulls and between large and 
small hulls when transferring personnel, equipment, and cargo for follow-on 
transfer ashore? 
• Is there a generic interface that could be developed for all types of vessels or 
is the only solution a point solution for each type of interface? 
Consider a notional seabased force consisting of six MPF(F) ships, two ESG's, 
and two CSG's with their accompanying aircraft (seventy-two MV-22, twenty-eight CH-
53, twenty-four LCAC (SLEP) equivalent, and three LCU(R)).  
• If the daily MEB delivery requirement is 1030 short tons, what is the potential 
excess delivery capacity available from the seabase in support of joint 
operations? 
2. Seabasing Related Questions 
In a seabase scenario, the following areas provide good measures of effectiveness 
(MOEs): mission criticalities, readiness, efficiency, effectiveness, size of footprint, 
integrated load outs, adaptability and robustness, and asset visibility. 
• How, and using what criteria, do we measure the effectiveness and efficiency 
of a proposed ship’s capability to support seabase operations? 
• How do we plan and coordinate the logistical support from the seabase to the 
forces ashore? 
• How can we exploit seabase assets? 
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• What re-supply processes work best for combat, training, peacekeeping or 
humanitarian assistance/disaster recovery scenarios? 
• Using current and future assets of a seabase scenario, how does the selection 
of ships affect transport, cargo, and the capability to support forces ashore? 
E. SYNOPSIS 
As Lieutenant General Hanlon, the Deputy Commandant Combat Development 
said in a recent address before the Committee on Armed Services (Hanlon, 2004): 
In Operation Enduring Freedom, sea-based Marines projected power 
hundreds of miles inland to establish a stronghold deep in enemy territory.  
During Operation Iraqi Freedom, more than 66,000 Marines (including 
Reservists), their equipment, and supplies deployed to the Iraqi theater 
using a combination of expeditionary amphibious warships comprising 
two Amphibious Task Forces, two Maritime Prepositioning Squadrons 
(MPS), and strategic military and chartered commercial airlift.  Once 
combat commenced, a Marine Corps combined-arms team advanced more 
than 450 miles from the sea to Baghdad and beyond.  Your Marine Corps 
went farther, faster than in any time in its history, and achieved successes 
in every battle. 
It is clear that seabased logistics is a bold move toward a fully integrated 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS 
ABD     Agent Based Distillations 
ABM     Agent Based Models 
ARG     Amphibious Ready Group 
CAS     Complex Adaptive Systems 
CFF     Calls for Fire 
CIL     Critical Item List 
CLF     Combat Logistics Force 
CNO     Chief of Naval Operations 
COA     Courses of Action 
CSG     Carrier Strike Group 
CSS     Combat Service Support 
DOD     Department of Defense 
DP      Delivery Plan 
EMW     Expeditionary Maneuver Warfare 
ESG     Expeditionary Strike Group 
FARP     Forward Arming and Refueling Points 
GB      Gigabyte 
GHZ     Gigahertz 
HIMARS    High Mobility Artillery Rocket System 
HL-LCAC    Heavy Lift Landing Craft Air Cushion 
HSC     High Speed Connector 
HSV     High Speed Vessels 
ILP     Integrated Logistics Platform 
ISEP     Intermediate Staging and Embarkation Point 
JSF     Joint Strike Fighter 
LCAC     Landing Craft Air Cushion 
LCAC(X)    Landing Craft Air Cushion Variant 
LCH(X)    Landing Craft Hybrid Air Cushion Displacement 
LCU     Littoral Craft Unit 
LHC     Latin Hypercube 
LMSR     Large Medium Speed Roll-on/Roll-off 
LZ      Landing Zone 
MAGTF    Marine Air-Ground Task Force 
MB     Megabyte 
MCCDC    Marine Corps Combat Development Command 
MCWL    Marine Corps Warfighting Lab 
MEB     Marine Expeditionary Brigade 
MPF     Maritime Prepositioning Force 
MPF(F)    Maritime Prepositioning Force (Future) 
MSC     Military Sealift Command 
NOC     Naval Operating Concept 
OEF     Operation Enduring Freedom 
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OIF     Operation Iraqi Freedom 
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OMFTS    Operational Maneuver from the Sea 
OPNAV    Office of Naval 
OZ      Objective Zone 
PA      Project Albert 
RAM     Random Access Memory 
SAG     Surface Action Group 
SOLR     Statement of Logistics Requirements 
SOM     Scheme of Maneuver 
SPECOPS    Special Operations 
STOM     Ship to Objective Maneuver 
STONS    Short Tons 
TCM     Tactical Control Measures 
TEU     Twenty Foot Equivalent Unit 
TRAC-M    Training Analysis and Doctrine Command 
(Analysis Center – Monterey) 
TRADOC    Training Analysis and Doctrine Command 
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